
 

 Smartly designed products for happy parenting™ 

 

Infantino Gives Play a Tropical Twist 

Designed by play experts, Infantino is thrilled to unveil the Go Gaga Tropical Twist & Fold Gym. 

Featuring Infantino’s patented Twist and Fold mechanic, parents will love the ease of use of this 

product and babies are guaranteed to go gaga for this soft, engaging play space! 

Like all products from Infantino, this gorgeous tropical themed gym offers exceptional value for 

money and comes with a range of features expertly designed to entertain children from day one. 

Featuring a leaf shaped mat, a host of cute characters and pastel tones of green, blue, yellow and 

pink, this striking and contemporary gym will look stylish in any nursery or playroom. 

The fun play gym comes equipped with four repositionable hanging sensory toys including a 

flamingo and toucan, as well as a BPA free teether, all of which are the perfect props for batting and 

grasping. There’s also the adorable pull-down monkey, little ones will love watching the cheeky chap 

as he slowly climbs back up whilst playing music. If that wasn’t enough the play gym also has a prop 

pillow and mirror, offering the perfect entertainment and comfort for tummy time fun!  

 

Featuring Infantino’s patented Twist and Fold mechanic, the Go Gaga Tropical Twist & Fold Gym will 

collapse in an instant, making it easy to take on the go or tuck away for another day; a feature 

parents are sure to love! 

Commenting on the launch of the new Go Gaga Tropical Twist & Fold Gym, Nivi Bhide, Infantino’s 

Director of Marketing Europe said: 

“We are delighted to unveil the new play gym. The tropical design is very on trend and parents are 

sure to love the look and ease of use of this product, not to mention the excellent price point 

compared to similar products on the market. At Infantino, we are lucky to have such a creative 

design team that truly know the best ways to engage little ones.” 

 


